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Key Points 
• Highfield Resources Limited (“Highfield”) is an ASX-listed advanced 

exploration company with high-quality projects in Spain and Australia. 
• Highfield’s flagship Spanish Potash Project (100% owned) is located 

in the potash and halite producing Ebro Basin, near Pamplona. 
Highfield has three projects in the region. 

• The Sierra del Perdon project contains a historic potash mine which 
produced ~9.5 Mt of potash (KCl or MoP) over 25 years. Halite (salt 
or NaCl) tailings from Sierra del Perdon are currently being processed. 

• Sierra del Perdon offers a near-term development opportunity 
through the extraction of remnant and unmined resources. 

• The Javier and Pintano projects are advanced exploration plays 
located adjacent to Sierra del Perdon. Historical drilling has identified 
potash and salt prospective layers at depths of 300m to 800m. 

• Independent consultants North Rim estimate a sylvinite exploration 
target at Pintano of 306–338 Mt @ 9.1–14.1% K2O (14.5–22.3 KCl) for 
44–76 Mt of contained KCl. 

• All projects are located near existing infrastructure, including grid 
electricity, gas pipelines, water, highways, rail and an industrial port. 

• Highfield recently announced a $10m placement (second tranche 
subject to shareholder approval) to specialist resources private equity 
manager EMR Capital (Owen Hegarty – Chairman). 

• Highfield is well funded post-placement with ~$11.7m in cash. 
• The highly skilled board and management team has in-country 

experience in mining project development. 
• Highfield is assessing the concomitant development of the Sierra del 

Perdon and Javier projects with potential annual production of 
~500kt KCl and >1Mt NaCl, making it a significant player in the 
European potash and salt sector. 

• DCF modelling of the conceptual mining operation (using conservative 
sales price and elevated costs) generates a NPV (unlevered) of €427m 
(US$557m), IRR of 36% and EBITDA of ~€145m (US$190m). Peers in 
production within the sector trade at EV/EBITDA multiples of ~8.5x. 

 
Our View 
Highfield’s progression of its flagship Spanish Potash Project has been 
rapid, capitalising on an experienced, in-country management team. 
Abundant historical information available on the projects would otherwise 
take many years and millions of dollars to acquire. Post-placement the 
company is well funded to advance the project to feasibility level. 
Shareholders will be in a position to benefit from news flow associated 
with a maiden resource, drilling results and feasibility results. Highfield’s 
Spanish assets could realistically be brought into production at a fraction 
of the CapEx and build-time of its peers developing greenfield projects. In 
conjunction with high operating margins, the project has the potential to 
deliver a highly competitive return on capital. While the project is still at 
an early stage and not without risk, shareholders will be well positioned 
to benefit from near-term milestones. Our near-term price target is 
$1.07/share (50% risked). For these reasons, we maintain our 
recommendation for Highfield Resources as a Speculative Buy. 
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Overview 
Highfield is an ASX-
listed potash focused 
company 
 
 
 
The Spanish Potash 
Project has a near-term 
development 
opportunity through 
mining of remnant and 
unmined resources at 
the historic Sierra del 
Perdon potash mine 
 
 
 
 
Javier and Pintano 
Projects are advanced 
exploration plays 
 
 
 
 
A$10m placement 
recently made to EMR 
Capital 
 
 
 

Conservative DCF 
modelling at modest 
production levels 
generates an attractive 
return on capital 
 
 
Existing infrastructure 
would further enhance 
the economics of a 
mining operation 
 
In-country management 
is rapidly advancing 
feasibility studies on 
the projects  
 
 

Highfield Resources Ltd (ASX: HFR; “Highfield” or “the Company”) is an ASX-listed advanced 
potash exploration company with projects located in Spain and Australia. Highfield listed on the 
ASX in February 2012 after raising A$4.4m to advance its McLarty Potash Project in Western 
Australia and add to its project portfolio through acquisition. After evaluating a number of 
opportunities in Australia and overseas, Highfield announced in June 2012 the acquisition of 
advanced potash projects in northern Spain. This asset now represent Highfield’s flagship 
project and presents the company with near-term development opportunities. 

The Spanish Potash Project is located in the potash and halite producing Ebro Basin (Navarra 
Sub-basin), adjacent to the town of Pamplona. Highfield has identified three projects in the 
region, which benefit from abundant historical production and exploration data that would take 
many years and tens of millions of dollars to acquire. The Sierra del Perdon project contains a 
historic potash mine that was mined using conventional underground salt mining techniques. It 
produced on average ~365,000 tonnes per year of potash (KCl) at an average grade of 14.5% 
K2O (22.9% KCl) for over 25 years (~9.5 Mt of KCl in total). Remnant sylvinite resources still 
exist in the mined sections at Sierra del Perdon in the form of pillars and buffer zones. 
Significant unmined sylvinite and carnallite resources also exist adjacent to the mined out areas. 
The remnant and unmined resources present a near-term development opportunity for Highfield. 
Significant additional revenue streams could also be generated through the production of halite 
(salt) and magnesium chloride (from carnallite). 

Highfield has two advanced exploration projects adjacent to the Sierra del Perdon project, 
located ~35km southeast of Pamplona, called Javier and Pintano. Potash and salt bearing 
layers, ranging between 15m to 100m in thickness, have been identified at relatively shallow 
depths of between 300m to 500m. Independent consultants North Rim have estimated an 
Exploration Target at Pintano of 306–338 Mt at a weighted average grade of 9.14–14.1 K2O 
(14.5–22.3 KCl) for 44–76 Mt of contained KCl. Both Javier and Pintano are also prospective for 
halite resources. 

Following a $10m placement to EMR Capital, a specialist resource private equity fund manager 
Chaired by Owen Hegarty, Highfield is well funded to advance feasibility study work 
programmes on the Sierra del Perdon and Javier projects. At modest production levels, these 
two projects could potentially produce ~500,000tpa of KCl and >1,000,000tpa of NaCl. However, 
given the potential size of the combined resources from the three projects, it is conceivable that 
production levels could be at least twice this amount.  

Preliminary DCF modelling of two separate 250,000tpa NaCl / 500,000tpa NaCl processing 
hubs, each with a 20 year life-of-mine, using conservative sales price assumptions and elevated 
cost assumptions, generates very attractive economics with a pre-tax NPV (unlevered) of 
€427m (US$557m), an IRR of 36.4% and EBITDA of €145m (US$190m). Peers in production 
within the sector trade at an average EV/EBITDA multiple of ~8.5x. 

A key feature about the Spanish Potash Project that in our view makes it an unparalleled 
development opportunity is the existing infrastructure in the surrounding region. Sealed roads, 
transmission lines, gas pipelines, water sources, rail and port infrastructure are accessible from 
both the Navarra and Aragon Projects. This would dramatically reduce capital expenditure 
requirements for a project development and reduce the construction time to commercialisation. 
In our view this increases the economic competitiveness and de-risks the Spanish projects 
relative to other potash developments elsewhere in the world. 

The development of the Spanish Potash Project has the potential to turn Highfield into a 
significant potash and halite producer in Western Europe. Highfield has an experienced and 
knowledgeable in-country management team that is rapidly advancing the projects. A number of 
project milestones offer the company potential for re-rating, including the announcement of a 
maiden JORC-compliant mineral resource, additional exploration success and feasibility results. 
Our near-term price target of A$1.07/share (fully diluted basis) is based on the 
announcement of feasibility results from Sierra del Perdon and Javier project. 
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Flagship projects 
are in potash and 
salt producing Ebro 
Basin, northern 
Spain 
 

Spanish Potash Projects 
In June 2012, Highfield announced the option to acquire a 100% interest in two potash projects 
located in northern Spain. The projects are proximal to the northern centre of Pamplona in the 
Provinces of Navarra and Aragon (Fig. 1). Highfield’s licences, consisting of six granted tenements 
covering 430km2, are situated within the Navarra sub-basin of the broader Ebro basin in northern 
Spain. The Ebro basin hosts numerous potash and salt deposits and prospect and has been mined 
for these products for several centuries. Six additional exploration licence applications, covering 300 
km2, have been submitted with the Navarra and Aragon administrative bodies. This provides Highfield 
with a significant tenement position is western Ebro basin. 
Highfield’s Spanish Potash Project consists of three distinct projects. The Sierra del Perdon Project 
(formerly referred to as the Navarra Project), includes the former Sierra del Perdon operating potash 
mine (Potasas de Navarra and Potasas de Subiza). The Javier and Pintano Projects (formerly 
referred to as the Aragon Project) are high-quality advanced exploration opportunities adjacent to the 
Sierra del Perdon project. Given that these projects have been the focus of previous mining or 
exploration activity, a considerable amount of data exists for the projects. This has enabled Highfield 
to assess several near-term development opportunities and production options on the projects. 
 

 
 
Spain projects 
purchased with 
shares, the majority 
of which are related 
to project 
milestones 
 

Acquisition Terms 
As consideration for the acquisition of the Spanish projects, Highfield has approved the allotment and 
issue of the following to KCL Resources Ltd shareholders for 100% interest in the projects:  
(a) 50,000,000 Ordinary Shares for 100% of the Spanish Projects (issued in October 2012) ; and 
(b) 50,000,000 Class A Performance Shares upon successful completion of a JORC Indicated 

Resource of: 
(i) 150 million tonnes of potash at or above 13% K2O by content; or 
(ii) 125 million tonnes of potash at or above 14% K2O by content; or 
(iii) 100 million tonnes of potash at or above 15% K2O by content; or 
(iv) 75 million tonnes of potash at or above 17% K2O by content; or 
(v) 50 million tonnes of potash at or above 20% K2O by content, on the Navarra Potash 

Project. 
(c) 50,000,000 Class B Performance Shares upon successful completion of all approvals and utility 

contracts required to construct and operate a 500,000 tonnes of potash per annum potash mine 
on the project (including all required Government approvals, water and energy contracts). 

 

 
Figure 1. Location map of the Spanish Potash Project. 
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Highfield has a 
significant 
tenement position 
in the western Ebro 
Basin 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Ebro Basin has 
a long history of 
potash and halite 
production 

Background 
The Spanish projects occur within the Navarra sub-basin of the Ebro basin, an east-west trending 
foreland sedimentary basin located south of the Pyrenees. The stratigraphy of the Ebro basin is 
dominated by a thick sequence of evaporitic marine sediments including limestone, marl, gypsum, 
halite and potassium salts overlain by basin-fill sequences. Tectonism and deformation subsequently 
altered the basin geometry. Faulting and broad fold structures have now variably exposed the 
evaporitic sequences across the basin. 
The Ebro basin has been a centre for evaporite mining (including potash and halite) for 
centuries. Halite mining near the town of Zaragoza dates back to the Middle Ages and continues 
today at the Maria del Carmen mine which has halite reserves for another 500 years of mining. Sales 
Monzón S.A. has also been operating a halite solution mining operation adjacent to Highfield’s project 
region since 1992. 
Historic and contemporary potash mining operations within the Ebro basin occur in the Provinces of 
Navarra (Navarra Sub-basin) and Catalonia (Catalan Sub-basin) (Fig. 2). Iberpotash, a business unit 
of ICL Fertilizers, currently operates two mines and a processing facility at Cabanasas and Suria in 
Catalonia where over 1 million tonnes of red potash is produced per year. Iberpotash’s operations are 
conveniently located near the major potash consumptions areas of the European Union. Historic 
potash mining also occurred at Sierra del Perdon near Pamplona and is the site where Highfield is 
aiming to recommence production. 
North Rim Exploration Ltd (“North Rim”), a Saskatchewan-based geoscience and engineering 
consulting firm, conducted a preliminary property review and summary report on Highfield’s Spanish 
Project (report included in Highfield’s Notice of Annual General Meeting, 5th September 2012). The 
report was based on documentation of potash exploration and mining activities on the Ebro Basin, 
academic reports and publically available information. Information from the North Rim report has been 
utilised in this report and is enhanced by our own research and additional information attained during 
a site visit by Taylor Collison in early October 2012. 
 

 
Figure 2. Ebro Basin, northern Spain, highlighting general locations of Navarra Sub-basin (A: Highfield Resources) and 
Catalan Sub-basin (B: Iberpotash) (Source: Company release). 
 
 

A

B
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Sierra del Perdon 
Project includes a 
historic potash 
mine 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Abundant mine and 
production records 
exist on the mine  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Historical mining 
occurred in the 
shallower regions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On average, 
365,000t of KCl was 
mined per year 
 

Sierra del Perdon Project 
Highfield’s Sierra del Perdon Project, previously referred to as the Navarra Project, consists of two 
adjacent granted licences and one licence application, located ~10 km south of Pamplona. These 
licences encapsulate an area historically mined for potash as a conventional underground operation. 
The historic Sierra del Perdon mine consisted of two mine zones (Potasas de Navarra and Potasas 
de Subiza; Fig. 3). The prospective salt layer ranges from 10m to 180m thick, averaging ~60m. It 
occurs at a depth of less than 100m in the east and north down to ~1,500m in the west. The mined 
out areas are located on the shallower flanks of a synclinal structure. 
 
Historical records 
A considerable amount of historical data has been collected from the Sierra del Perdon site 
administration building and government libraries including: historical mining and production data; 
seismic data; geological reports; geological maps; drill hole data (~50,000m); and general maps 
showing decline and mine shaft locations. It is estimated that these data sets are worth tens of 
millions of dollars and would take many years to acquire. 
Production at Sierra del Perdon began in 1963 and became a significant potash producer between 
1972 and 1997, producing on average 365,000 tonnes per year of potash (KCl). In the first 10 
years of the operation, KCl production was well in excess of 400,000 tonnes per year (Fig. 4). Initially 
both sylvinite and minor quantities of carnallite were mined but subsequently only sylvinite was 
extracted. The mine closed in 1997 as potash prices declined to around US$110 per tonne. Saldosa – 
Salinas de Navarra currently processes the halite tailings from Sierra del Perdon, producing a variety 
of salt products for food, agriculture and industrial purposes. 
 

 
Figure 3. Sierra del Perdon mine area showing base of salt horizon depth. The mined areas occur on the shallower flanks of 
a synclinal structure. Only part of the broader 84km2 prospective area was mined (Source: Company data). 

 

 
Figure 4. Sierra del Perdon potash mine production history (KCl tonnes per annum; Source: Company release). 
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Remnant reserves 
remain in Blocks A, 
B, C & E. 

Blocks D & F are 
unmined 

Sierra del Perdon has been subdivided into six mining blocks (Blocks A through F) separated by fault 
structures (Fig. 5). Blocks A, B, C and E were areas of historic mining with significant remnant 
reserves still remaining in Block B. Blocks D and F are unmined and consequently offer 
substantial resource potential (Source: Company release). On this basis, two potential production 
centres have been identified by Highfield at Sierra del Perdon – the remnant reserve areas (Blocks A, 
B, C and E) and the unmined areas (Blocks D and F). 
 

 
Figure 5. Mine plan of historic Sierra del Perdon mine. Mining block (A–F) locations highlighted (Source: Company release). 
 
A greater understanding is still required about the geology of the deposit and how the different mining 
blocks relate to each other but these challenges are not viewed to be significant. A reinterpretation of 
all historical records, including seismic reflection data, is currently underway and will assist with 
modelling the deposit, planning exploration programmes and calculating a maiden JORC resource. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Substantial 
resources with 
good grade remain 
within Sierra del 
Perdon 
 

Resources 
Multiple reserve calculations have been made for Sierra del Perdon over the life of the mine. As with 
the other historical records, inconsistencies and the omission of specific details make it difficult to 
convert these to JORC-compliant resources. Production data and mine plan maps offer the greatest 
insight into the deposit, its remaining resources and overall economic viability. The sylvite bed that 
was mined had an average thickness of ~1.85m while the carnallite bed thickness was in the order of 
~10m. Average potash grades mined were in the order of ~14.5% K2O (or 22.9% KCl). 
Underground mine pillars and remnant sylvinite resources in Blocks A, B, C and E are interpreted to 
contain sufficient resources to be the focus of an initial exploitation site. The unmined Blocks D and F 
offer greater resource potential and would underpin the viability of a long-life mining operation at 
Sierra del Perdon. Our own estimates of a sylvinite exploration target (non-JORC) are in excess 
of 50Mt at ~15% K2O, equating to ~11.9Mt of contained KCl. An even larger carnallite resource 
remains and potentially could be an order of magnitude greater than the sylvinite resource, albeit at a 
slightly lower grade (~12% K2O). 
Halite (salt) resources at Sierra del Perdon offer additional value to the project. The salt resource is 
interpreted to occur in quantities two to three times that of the potash resource. On the basis of the 
aforementioned exploration target, ~23.8Mt of NaCl could be contained within the sylvinite 
resource. An even larger amount of NaCl could be contained in halite-only resources.  
Commercialisation of the halite resource as a by-product of potash processing would substantially 
lower the potash unit operating cost, increasing the margins on a mining operation. 
 

A 

E 

B 

D 

C 

F 
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 Javier Project 
The Javier Project, located ~35km southeast of Pamplona near town of Sangüesa, consists of two 
exploration licences and one licence application (Fig. 1). The area of interest is 5km long and 4km 
wide (~20km2). Potash mineralisation at Javier is solely in the form of sylvinite. The thickness of the 
salt-bearing layers is variable, ranging between ~15m to 100m thick. Variations in thickness can occur 
over relatively short distances suggesting a degree of structural complexity. The prospective layers 
are relatively shallow, ranging between 300m to 500m in depth. 
 

 
Abundant historical 
exploration data 
exists for the Javier 
Project 
 
 

 
Javier JORC-
compliant resource 
pending 
 

Historical records 
Similar to Sierra del Perdon, extensive historical data sets exist for the Javier project including data 
from 11 drill holes. Seismic reflection data also exists for the project and extends over the adjoining 
Pintano project area. The seismic interpretations were noted by North Rim to be of poor quality and 
consequently the data has been reprocessed and reinterpreted by RPS Energy Canada Ltd. This 
showed there was no obvious indication of salt removal by faulting or dissolution although data quality 
deteriorated over fault controlled structural highs. 
The drill hole data, which includes assay data, core photos and wireline logs, is of good quality and 
allows correlations to be made across the project area with a high degree of confidence. Several 
geological reports and geological maps have also been completed on the area. Core samples from 
three of the drill holes are being re-assayed to confirm the historical drill logs. North Rim has 
indicated that a JORC-compliant resource estimate will be made from these drill holes. 
Highfield intends on conducting additional drilling at Javier with the objective of increasing the 
resource estimate. This will compliment a preliminary mine method scoping study scheduled for 
completion later in 2013. 
 

 Pintano Project 
The Pintano Project is contiguous with, and east of, the Javier Project (Fig. 1). It consists of one 
exploration licence and one licence application. Evaporite sequences are widespread in the area, 
occurring over an area ~20km long by ~5km wide (~100km2). The salt layers range from 15m to 100m 
thick, averaging ~60m thick and occur at a depth of ~500m in the west and 1,200m in the east. The 
prospective salt sequences consist of sylvite, halite, minor carnallite and accessory insolubles such as 
clay, muds and anhydrite. The potash bearing layer is bounded in the hangingwall and footwall by salt 
horizons. 
 

 
 
 
Pintano Exploration 
Target estimate of 
44 – 76 Mt of 
contained KCl  
 
 
 
 
Pintano has 
additional potential 
for halite resource  
 

Exploration target 
Independent consultants North Rim calculated an Exploration Target (non-JORC) for the Pintano 
Project based on historical drilling results (Fig. 6; Table 1). Depth to the potash interval chosen for the 
Exploration Target varies from ~510m to 800m. A conservative approach was taken in defining the 
Exploration Target based on the level of confidence of the mineralisation and data available at the 
time. On the basis of the three drill holes (Fig. 7), which showed good continuity of potash 
mineralisation between the holes, an Exploration Target of 306 – 338 Mt at a weighted average 
grade of 9.14 – 14.1 K2O (14.5 – 22.3 KCl) for 44 – 76 Mt of contained KCl is estimated. 
Mineralisation thickness increases from PP-2B towards P-1 and PP-3 (Fig. 7). Pintano has the 
potential for an increased resource as mineralisation is open to the northeast, southeast and south-
southeast due to lack of drilling. Highfield is planning a drill programme to test the Exploration Target 
and regional potential. In addition to potash, Pintano also has potential for a halite resource which was 
not included in the North Rim study. Assuming a similar potash to halite ratio as at Sierra del Perdon 
(~1:2), Pintano could potentially contain 88 – 152 Mt of halite. 
 
Table 1. Pintano drill hole potash intersections and grades used in Exploration Target (Source: Company release). 

Drill Hole From (m) To (m) Interval (m) Weighted % K20 Weighted % KCl 
PP-2B 509.55 514.44 4.89 13.89 21.99 
P-1 636.33 644.91 8.58 10.84 17.16 
PP-3 801.40 808.87 7.47 13.33 21.1 
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Figure 6. Pintano Project area showing location of historical drill holes (Source: Company release). 

 
 

 
Figure 7. (a) Pintano Project area showing potash interval thickness; and (b) interval K2O grade (Source: Company release). 
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Outstanding 
infrastructure exists 
in the region 
 
 
 

Local community is 
supportive of 
mining operations 
and job creation 

Infrastructure & Community 
Highfield’s potash projects have significant infrastructure and locality advantages relative to other 
potash projects elsewhere in the world. Its location proximal to Pamplona enables any project 
activities to capitalise on existing infrastructure such as well maintained sealed roads (including dual 
carriageways), transmission lines (Fig. 8a), telecommunications and a readily available labour force. 
Local communities are also supportive of mining operations. This is exemplified by an active 
limestone quarry that is operating in full view of Sierra del Perdon (Fig. 8b). This operation is also a 
significant employer in the local community.  
Any development in the region would also benefit from major infrastructure, including a gas pipeline 
that runs through both projects which could be used for additional power generation, existing wind 
power generators and multiple water sources (reservoirs). The major Port of Bilbao is also located 
~80km northwest of the project area which could act as an export hub. Bilbao is serviced by roads 
rated for 30 tonne trucks which would be ample for the amount of potash and halite concentrate that 
the projects could potentially produce. 
 

 
Figure 8. (A) Power transmission lines; and (B) Operating limestone quarry adjacent to Sierra del Perdon. 

 
 
 
Highfield could 
redevelop the Sierra 
del Perdon mine 
using existing 
technologies and 
mining techniques  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Javier and 
Pintano projects 
would be amenable 
to conventional 
underground 
mining methods 

Development Options 
A redevelopment of the Sierra del Perdon potash mine could potentially follow the same development 
and production path as that planned by Intrepid Potash (NYSE: IPI) at the HB Solar Solution Mine in 
New Mexico. The HB development will utilise solution mining of remnant potash pillars in a 
discontinued conventional underground potash mine. The potash is dissolved into solution, pumped to 
the surface and then the potash-bearing salts are crystallised from the brine by solar evaporation. 
Intrepid plan on producing 150–200 ktpa of KCl over a 28 year mine life. Capital costs for construction 
is in the order of US$200–230m and production costs are estimated to be US$60–80/t. This makes 
HB one of the lowest cost potash producers in North America. 
Intrepid Potash has already proven the solution mining and solar evaporation production pathway at 
the Moab Mine in Utah. Moab was also previously operated as a conventional underground mine. It 
now produces in the order of 100 ktpa of KCl and has a remaining mine life of 125 years based on 
current production rates and remaining reserves. 
Assuming Highfield follows a similar redevelopment pathway at Sierra del Perdon, it would be in a 
favourable position to commence production at modest rates in a relatively short time frame. 
Furthermore, this could be done at capital costs considerably less than greenfield potash project 
developments elsewhere in the world and even that of the HB development. 
The Javier and Pintano projects could potentially be amenable to conventional underground mining 
methods due to the relatively shallow and flat nature of mineralisation on these projects. Whilst this 
technique is dependent on the geometry of the salt-bearing horizons, mineralisation can be extracted 
a relatively lower cost, albeit with an increase in capital development costs. 
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Off-the-shelf 
technology exists 
for evaporation and 
crystallisation of 
high purity potash 
and salt products 
 

Evaporation and crystallisation technology 
Veolia Water Solutions & Technologies (“Veolia”) have developed a large-scale evaporation and 
crystallisation plant, called HPD® Evaporation and Crystallisation (“HPD®”; Fig. 9), designed to recover 
pure potash and halite products. Iberpotash and K+S Potash Canada, European-based potash and 
fertiliser producers, have recently signed contracts with Veolia to be supplied with HPD® technologies. 
This allows the companies cost-effective production of high quality products. 
Veolia have commissioned more than 800 HPD® systems in over 30 countries. The system provides a 
sustainable method of operation with a significant reduction in environmental footprint as production 
increases. It is designed as a closed-loop system with no liquid waste generated from the process. 
Leachate from by-product salt storage is also captured and processed in the system (Source: Veolia 
website). 
 

 
Figure 9. Schematic of HPD® Evaporation and Crystallisation system as proposed to be applied to K+S Potash Canada’s 
Saskatchewan Legacy Project potash mine (Source: Veolia website). 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Grassroots 
greenfield 
exploration project 
in prospective 
Canning Basin 

Australian Potash Project 
McLarty Project 
The McLarty Project is Highfield’s greenfield exploration project located in the Canning Basin in 
northwest Australia. The project comprises three contiguous exploration tenements located to the 
south of the Kimberley region. The Canning Basin contains extensive accumulations of evaporitic 
sediments considered prospective for potash mineralisation. The McLarty Project is centred in the 
McLarty Sub-basin, where the prospective Mallowa Salt unit is interpreted to be between 500m to 
700m deep. The sub-horizontal geometry of the prospective units makes the project favourable for 
extraction should an economic resource be proven. Highfield have identified two high ranking targets 
that it has selected for drill testing. The company has obtained the necessary heritage approvals from 
the Ngurrara Native Title Claimant Group and access arrangements negotiated. 
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$10m placement 
recently made to 
EMR Capital (Owen 
Hegarty - Chairman) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In-country 
management team 
has expanded 
 

Corporate Developments 
Placement 
Highfield recently agreed to issue 40 million new ordinary shares to EMR Capital (“EMR”), a 
specialist resources private equity fund manager, raising $10m. EMR’s investment team is led by 
Owen Hegarty (Chairman) who is supported by well regarded and knowledgeable industry executives 
Jason Chang (Managing Director) and Richard Crookes (Investment Director). The placement will 
occur in two Tranches, the second subject to shareholder approval. Tranche 1 consists of 23,755,626 
ordinary shares at an average price of $0.216 raising $5,126,688. This represents 19.9% of 
outstanding issued ordinary share capital. Tranche 2 consists of 16,244,374 ordinary shares at an 
average price of $0.30 raising $4,873,312. This represents 29.5% of issued ordinary share capital or 
15.9% on a fully diluted basis. The average price of the placement ($0.25) is at an 8.7% premium 
on total funds raised. Under the agreement, EMR has the right to appoint a director to the Board of 
Highfield. Funds raised through the placement will enable Highfield to progress feasibility studies on 
the Sierra del Perdon and Javier projects. 
 
Senior Appointments 
Highfield has expanded its Spain based management team with the appointment of Mr John Claverley 
as General Manager and Mr Gonzalo Mayoral as Mine Engineer. Mr Claverley’s key responsibilities 
will be development approvals, community and partner engagement. Mr Mayoral will be responsible 
for mine feasibility studies and development activities. Both individuals have more than 15 years 
experience working in Spain in the areas of operations management and project development. These 
appointments compliment Highfield’s existing Spanish based team lead by Pedro Rodriguez and 
reinforce its strategy to quickly develop the projects into producing mines. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Revenue streams 
could be generated 
from multiple 
products 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Conservative sales 
pricing estimates 
have been applied 
to the DCF model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Capex and Opex 
costs applied to the 
DCF model are at 
the upper end of 
estimates 
 

Valuation 
Project Valuation 
A preliminary DCF valuation and sensitivity analysis has been calculated for the Spanish project 
based on the redevelopment of the Sierra del Perdon mine and an additional production centre such 
as Javier, collectively producing ~500,000tpa of KCl and ~1Mtpa of NaCl. The key parameters of the 
model are listed in Table 2. Key assumptions relating to the valuation include: 
• Sylvinite-only extraction. Additional revenue could also be generated from halite-only and 

carnallite extraction. 
• Capital expenditure of €118m (US$150m) for each production centre. Additional savings could be 

achieved through incentives offered by the Spanish government; utilising off-the-shelf technology 
(such as the HPD® system); benefiting from supplier/contractor competitiveness; and, 
infrastructure already in place in the project area. 

• Sales price estimates for potash and halite are conservative. Current spot prices for Standard KCl 
are ~US$450/t CFR into Asian markets (Source: Fertecon). Recent contract prices for delivery 
(CFR) to India and China to February 2014 include US$427/t (Source: Canpotex) and US$422/t 
(Source: Arab Potash Co.). Longer-term (10 year) forecasts are in the vicinity of US$400/t FOB 
Nth America (Source: Prospect Global Resources). Other long-term prices include US$500/t 
(Source: Ecanto Potash Corp.) and US$330/t (Source: World Bank). Current salt prices are ~€60/t 
(US$78/t) for de-icing salt and ~€105/t (US$137/t) for non de-icing salt (Source: K+S Ag). 

• No allowance has been made for magnesium chloride extraction from carnallite (US$30–$1,800/t; 
Source: Karnalyte Resources). 

• Unit operating costs of €115/t (US$150/t). Additional savings are anticipated in the areas of 
energy, labour, transport and administration. 

• Construction takes 2.5 years at which time production commences. Full production rate achieved 
by year 3. Construction of second operation commences year 5 with full production attained by 
year 8. 
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A modest KCl and 
NaCl operation 
would generate 
substantial returns 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We set a price 
target of 
A$1.07/share (50% 
risked) 
 
Project risk is 
significantly 
reduced as 
Performance 
Shares are issued  

Table 2. Preliminary DCF valuation of hypothetical production from two production centres (base-case). 
Capital Expenditure  Valuation 
Initial Capex (per operation) €115m (US$150m)  Discount rate (%) 10  
Sustaining capital (per operation) €1.9m/yr  Pre-tax NPV (unlevered) €427m US$557m 
Closure capital (per operation) €15m  Pre-tax NPV/share (fully dil.) €1.70 US$2.21 
Production  IRR 36.4%  
Sylvinite mining rate (full production) 1.8 Mtpa  Financials 
Recovery rate (%) 90%  Annual pre-tax cash flow (EBITDA) €145m US$190m 
KCl production rate (full production) 500 ktpa     
NaCl production rate (full production) 1,070 ktpa     
Mine life (per operation) 20 yrs     
Costs     
Operating cost (per tonne KCl produced) €115/t (US$150/t)     
G & A €1.15m/yr     
Royalties 0%     
Corporate tax rate 20%     
Sales     
KCl price €290/t (US$379t)     
NaCl price €55/t (US$72/t)     
Allowances     
Mining tax allowance (% of gross revenue) 15%     

* Second production centre: construction commences year 3, production year 5. Exchange rate EURUSD =1.305. 
 
The project as modelled generates a pre-tax NPV (unlevered) of €427m (US$557m) and an IRR 
of 36.4%. Operating cash flows (EBITDA) are significant at €145m (US$190m) at full 
production. On a fully diluted capital basis, this equates to €1.70/share (US$2.21/share) non-
risked. Given the relatively early stage of the Spanish project, we apply a 50% risk weighting to the 
modelled NPV and set a price target of €0.85/share (AUD$1.07/share). It is highlighted that on a 
fully diluted basis, the issuance of the performance shares implies that many of the major risks 
associated with the project would be mitigated. These include establishing a robust JORC-
compliant resource, attaining Government permits and securing all utility contracts. As a 
consequence, our risk weighting would be significantly reduced as these performance milestones are 
reached and additional value is unlocked in the project.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Project economics 
show greatest 
sensitivity to sales 
prices  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sensitivity analysis 
Estimates on potash and halite sales prices, capital expenditure and operational expenditure were 
varied by ±5%, ±10% and ±15% from the base case. Project economics show the greatest sensitivity 
to variations in sales prices (Table 3; Fig. 10). Key points relating to the sensitivity analysis include: 
• Our base case sales prices are discounted by ~11% from current contract prices and by ~5% 

from the aforementioned 10 year long-term sales price. 
• When the lowest long-term potash sales price estimate is modelled (€247/t or US$322/t), with 

halite price being offset in similar percentage terms, the project still generates a highly competitive 
return (NPV €287m, IRR 28.9%). 

• When all the ‘worse case’ inputs are modelled, the project still generates a highly competitive 
return (NPV €213m, IRR 23.1%). 

 

 
Figure 10. Sensitivity of Pre-Tax NPV to changes in sales prices, capital expenditure and operational expenditure. 
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Project economics 
are still attractive 
under the worst- 
case sales price 
scenario 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Comparable 
companies at the 
development stage 
typically have 
greater risk profiles 
than Highfield 

Table 3. Sensitivity analysis of change in potash (KCl) and salt (NaCl) sales prices from base-case (grey shade). 
Price (KCl, NaCl): US$/t 322, 61 341, 65 360, 68 379, 72 395, 76 416, 80 436, 82 
 €/t 247, 47 261, 50 276, 52 290, 55 305, 58 319, 61 334, 63 
  -15% -10% -5% 0% 5% 10% 15% 
NPV (€m)  287 334 379 427 477 525 570 
NPV (US$m)  374 436 495 557 622 685 744 
IRR  28.9% 31.6% 36.4% 36.4% 38.9% 41.3% 43.4% 
NPV/share (€)  1.14 1.33 1.51 1.70 1.90 2.09 2.27 
NPV/share (US$)  1.49 1.73 1.97 2.21 2.47 2.72 2.96 
EBITDA (€m)  115 125 135 145 156 166 176 
EBITDA (US$m)  150 164 176 190 203 217 229 

 

Project comparisons 
It is noted that comparable companies at the development stage have an average market 
capitalisation that is significantly higher than Highfield’s fully diluted market capitalisation of A$62.9m 
(Table 4). Key points relating to these companies is that they require substantial resources, 
production profiles (>1Mtpa) and consequently capital expenditures to generate attractive returns on 
capital. Furthermore, those companies developing assets at greenfield localities in developing 
countries would required significant infrastructure investment, which would increase the build-time 
requires to bring the projects into production. This is viewed to greatly increase these companies risk 
profiles relative to Highfield as the risks associated with establishing a resource and infrastructure are 
considered to be minimal for the Spanish project. 
 
Table 4. Comparable company project parameters (Source: Company presentations). 

Company Code Mark. Cap (dil.) Project Country Mining KCl output Res (M+I+I) KCl CapEx LoM NPV IRR Disc. rate 
South Boulder STB.ASX A$45.7m Colluli Eritrea Open pit 1 Mtpa 194 Mt A$740m 17 yrs A$601m1 15.1% 10% 
Elemental ELM.ASX A$141.5m Sintoukola Rep. of Congo U/G 2 Mtpa 360 Mt U$1.85b 23 yrs U$2.97b1 29.3% 10% 
Karnalyte KRN.ASX C$216.1m Wynyard Canada Solution 2.125 Mtpa 424 Mt C$2.0b 60 yrs C$1.69b1 21.4% 10% 
Prospect Global PGRX.NAS U$24.3m Holbrook Basin U.S. U/G 2 Mtpa 128 Mt U$1.98b 40 yrs U$3.82b1 39.7% 10% 
Allana Potash AAA.TSX C$119.3m Dalloi Ethiopia Solution 1 Mtpa 360 Mt U$795m 30 yrs U$1.8b2 35% 10% 
Mag Industries MAA.TSX C$155m Mengo Rep. of Congo Solution 1.2 Mtpa 242 Mt U$723m N/A N/A N/A N/A 

1 Pre-tax. 2 Post-tax. 
 

 
 
Potash producers 
typically trade at an 
average EV/EBITDA 
multiple ~8.5x 

Company Valuation 
As a further indication of the potential value that could be realised by Highfield at full production rates, 
our DCF model of a 500ktpa potash and 1Mtpa halite operation generates an EBITDA of €145m 
(US$190m). Highfield’s peers within the sector typically trade at EV/EBITDA multiples of 6.4 to 
10.5 (average ~8.5) (Table 5). 
 
Table 5. EV/EBITDA multiples of peers in the fertiliser sector (Source: http://www.infinancialsanalytics.com). 

Company Enterprise Value EV/EBITDA 
Intrepid Potash US$1.24b ~6.8 
K+S Ag US$9.0b ~6.4 
ICL Fertilisers US$17.2b ~8.9 
Potash Corp. of Saskatchewan Inc. US$36.4b ~8.3 
Arab Potash Co US$5b ~10.5 
Urakaliy US$23.9b ~9.9 

Average ~8.5 
 

  

2013 Key Milestones 
During the current calendar year, key milestones for Highfield that would demand a re-rating include: 
• Maiden JORC-compliant Mineral Resource at the Javier Project. 
• Positive drilling results from the Sierra del Perdon and Pintano projects. 
• Mine method scoping study results from Sierra del Perdon. 
• Feasibility study results on the Sierra del Perdon and Javier projects. 
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There are potential 
risks associated 
with project 
resource evaluation 
and development  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The long-term 
supply-demand 
equation in the 
potash market 
could affect project 
viability 

Risks 
We consider the main risks at Highfield’s Spanish Potash Project to be: 
• Exploration/Geological – potash accumulations can be disturbed by so-called salt “anomalies” 

and potentially represents an area which is generally not suitable for mining. Salt anomalies can 
substantially reduce the thickness and grade of the potash mineralised zone resulting in ore of 
undesirable composition being fed into the mill. Faulting and other structural geology complexities 
can affect the potash-bearing units. A combination of seismic reflection studies and examination of 
drill core is often sufficient in identifying potentially anomalous ground. However, unless extremely 
detailed (3D) investigations are made, the full lateral extent of anomalies may not be known. 

• Resource/Reserves – resource/reserve estimates depend on many assumptions that may be 
inaccurate, which could materially adversely affect the quantities and value of resources/reserves. 
Given that Highfield’s projects are located in a previously potash producing region, we view the 
risks associated with establishing a resource(s) to be minimal.  

• Funding – current macroeconomic conditions may impact on the company’s ability to raise 
additional funds through equity in the short-term. This may impact on Highfield’s future exploration 
activities. Should the Spanish projects prove to be economic, accessing funds for development 
may also be challenging in the current economic environment given the capital intensiveness of 
the mining industry. 

• Mining – the grade of ore that is mined may vary from projections due to complex geology and 
mineralogy of potash reserves. This could adversely affect potash production and financial results. 
In addition, mining is complex and hazardous and can experience production disruptions. The 
nature of solution mining operations makes them vulnerable to such disruptions. 

• Processing – Magnesium concentrations in excess of 0.25% Mg may decrease the efficiency of 
potash flotation plants. Given the carnallite contents of the Navarra Project, this potentially may 
pose a risk. That said, carnallite solution mines (e.g. DEUSA International) and developments (e.g. 
Karnalyte resources) are relatively common, so this is not viewed as a major risk as long as 
carnallite processing is taken into account during the early stages of feasibility studies. 

• Marketing – potash sales are subject to price and demand volatility resulting from periodic 
imbalances in supply and demand. This may impact on project modelling. Aggressive pricing 
strategies by competitors could also adversely affect sales and profitability. The seasonal demand 
for potash products and the consequent variations in cash flows may have an adverse effect on 
our operating results and make the share price volatile. 

• Business – as a potash-only explorer and potential developer, Highfield is not diversified and a 
decrease in the demand for potash or an increase in potash supply could have a material adverse 
effect on its financial condition. 

• Permitting – any mining development will need the appropriate approvals before construction can 
commence. Furthermore, changes in laws and regulations may periodically affect the mining 
industry and changes in enforcement practices could have an adverse effect on operations. Given 
Spain’s current economic situation and its need to promote economic activities, risks associated 
with permitting are largely viewed to be mitigated. 

• Liquidity – Highfield is currently a tightly held stock which has an impact on trading. The granting 
of the Performance Shares may alleviate this to some degree, although given that several of the 
recipients are either part of the company’s Management team or closely associated with them, it is 
unlikely that a large proportion of these shares will hit the market. 

• Sovereign Risk – the current economic circumstances in Spain have resulted in social unrest 
which may result in government changes in the near future. A change in government may 
potentially result in delays to exploration and development activities on the projects. 
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Experienced Board 
and Management 
team with Spanish 
project 
development 
experience 
 

Board and Management 
The Board and Management at Highfield are highly experienced in the resource sector, with 
backgrounds in law, financial management, business development, corporate strategy, exploration 
and mining. Crucially, the company has a strong proven capability in the mining industry in Spain in 
the fields of project feasibility and development. An In-country office and management team, led by 
Pedro Rodriguez, will help the company quickly progress the projects and access the necessary 
labour as the project progresses through the various stages. The Spanish team has recently been 
bolstered through the appointment of a General Manager and Mine Engineer to quickly advance the 
Spanish assets towards production. 
 
 

 
 
Highfield Resources 
is recommended as 
a Speculative Buy 

Recommendation 
Highfield Resource is uniquely placed as a junior exploration company with a dominant tenement 
position in a producing potash basin located in Spain. Remnant and unmined resources at Sierra del 
Perdon potash mine offer immediate development potential as a solution mining operation, potentially 
within 2–3 years. The Javier and Pintano projects also have good potential to be developed as 
conventional underground operations. We view there to be three near-term drivers for share price 
appreciation: the announcement of a JORC-compliant Maiden Mineral Resource at Javier; positive 
drilling results from Sierra del Perdon and Pintano projects leading into JORC Resources; and 
feasibility study results from Sierra del Perdon and Javier projects. Announcements relating to product 
off-take and project financing would also demand a re-rating for Highfield. On the basis of our DCF 
model, we set a price target of $1.07/share (50% risked) and maintain our recommendation as 
SPECULATIVE BUY. 
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Board & Management 
Derek Carter (BSc, MSc, FAusIMM(CP)) – Non Executive Chairman 
A geologist with over 40 years experience in exploration and development, including nearly 20 years in management of ASX 
listed exploration companies. Derek has held senior positions in the Shell Group of Companies, including Chief Geologist in 
Spain and was the Managing Director of the ASX listed Minotaur Resources from its inception in 1993 to 2010. 
 
Anthony Hall (BBus, LLB (Hons), ACSA) – Managing Director 
A qualified lawyer and company secretary with over 15 years commercial experience in venture capital, risk management, 
strategy and business development. Prior to his appointment he was Head of Strategy and Business Development for the solar 
energy division of an ASX listed top 50 corporation. 
 
Pedro Rodriguez (BSc, MSc) – Development Director 
A geologist with over 30 years experience in mining services in Spain working with six international mining companies over that 
period including Billiton International, Navan-Almagrera and Newmont. Most recently Pedro had direct responsibility to the 
Board of Directors of ALMAGRERA SA for delivering a mining chemical complex with more than 460 direct employees and 
sales greater than US$50m pa. 
 
Scott Funston (BBus, CA, ACSA) – Non Executive Director 
A chartered accountant with over 10 years experience in the mining industry and accounting profession. Scott has expertise is 
in financial management and general corporate advice. Scott is a Director and Company Secretary of multiple ASX listed 
entities. 
 
Jonathan Murray (LLB (Hons)) – Non Executive Director 
A lawyer with over 15 years commercial experience in equity capital markets, takeovers, project acquisition and divestments, 
corporate governance, commercial law and strategy. Jonathan has extensive global networks and is a director of multiple ASX 
listed entities. 
 
Aaron Bertolatti (BCom, CA, ACSA) – Company Secretary 
A chartered accountant with over 8 years experience in the mining industry and accounting profession. Aaron has both local 
and international experience, having worked offshore for a period of his career and is the Company Secretary of multiple ASX 
listed entities. 
 
John Claverley (BSc (Hons), CEng, Euro Ing) – Executive General Manager 
An industrial engineer with over 30 years experience in real estate and infrastructure construction and project management. 
John is broadly experienced in general management, business development and strategy, marketing and corporate affairs. 
John is a long-time resident of Spain being involved in some of Spain’s largest construction projects over a 20 year period. 
 
Gonzalo Mayoral (BE, MBA) – Mining Engineer 
A mining engineer with over 15 years commercial experience, most recently as Operation Manager for an organisation in the 
field of special foundations and soil and environmental improvement. Gonzalo is a Member of the Association of Mining 
Engineers of North Eastern Spain. 
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Disclaimer 
 
The following Warning, Disclaimer and Disclosure relate to all material presented in this document and should be read before 
making any investment decision. 
 
Warning (General Advice Only): Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. This report is a 
private communication to clients and intending clients and is not intended for public circulation or publication or for the use of 
any third party, without the approval of Taylor Collison Limited ABN 53 008 172 450 ("Taylor Collison"), an Australian Financial 
Services Licensee and Participant of the ASX Group.  TC Corporate Pty Ltd ABN 31 075 963 352 (“TC Corporate”) is a wholly 
owned subsidiary of Taylor Collison Limited.  While the report is based on information from sources that Taylor Collison 
considers reliable, its accuracy and completeness cannot be guaranteed. This report does not take into account specific 
investment needs or other considerations, which may be pertinent to individual investors, and for this reason clients should 
contact Taylor Collison to discuss their individual needs before acting on this report. Those acting upon such information and 
recommendations without contacting one of our advisors do so entirely at their own risk. 
 
This report may contain “forward-looking statements". The words "expect", "should", "could", "may", "predict", "plan" and other 
similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Indications of and guidance on, future earnings and 
financial position and performance are also forward looking statements. Forward-looking statements, opinions and estimates 
provided in this report are based on assumptions and contingencies which are subject to change without notice, as are 
statements about market and industry trends, which are based on interpretations of current market conditions. 
 
Any opinions, conclusions, forecasts or recommendations are reasonably held at the time of compilation but are subject to 
change without notice and Taylor Collison assumes no obligation to update this document after it has been issued.  Except for 
any liability which by law cannot be excluded, Taylor Collison, its directors, employees and agents disclaim all liability (whether 
in negligence or otherwise) for any error, inaccuracy in, or omission from the information contained in this document or any loss 
or damage suffered by the recipient or any other person directly or indirectly through relying upon the information.  
 
Disclosure: Analyst remuneration is not linked to the rating outcome. The above security is considered speculative in nature 
and the above discussion is general advice only and does not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation 
and particular needs (“financial circumstances”) of any particular person. Taylor Collison, its directors and staff hold significant 
interests in Highfield Resources shares. Some Taylor Collison Directors held a small percentage of KCL Resources Ltd and 
now own shares in Highfield Resources. Taylor Collison was involved in the IPO of Highfield Resources in December 2011 
raising $1,000,000 for which a fee was received. Taylor Collison may solicit business from any company mentioned in this 
report. For the securities discussed in this report, Taylor Collison may make a market and may sell or buy on a principal basis. 
Taylor Collison, or any individuals preparing this report, may at any time have a position in any securities or options of any of the 
issuers in this report and holdings may change during the life of this document. 
 
Analyst Interests: The Analyst(s) may hold the product(s) referred to in this document, but Taylor Collison Limited considers 
such holdings not to be sufficiently material to compromise the rating or advice. Analyst(s)’ holdings may change during the life 
of this document. 
 
Analyst Certification: The Analyst(s) certify that the views expressed in this document accurately reflect their personal, 
professional opinion about the financial product(s) to which this document refers.  
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